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QUESTION 1

An administrator of a secure web server has several clients with top security clearance and prefers security over
performance. By default, which of the following cipher suites would provide strong security, but at the same time the
worst performance? 

A. 3DES - SHA 

B. DES - MD5 

C. Camellia - SHA 

D. RC4 - MD5 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The company is considering issuing non-standard tablet computers to executive management. Which of the following is
the FIRST step the security manager should perform? 

A. Apply standard security policy settings to the devices. 

B. Set up an access control system to isolate the devices from the network. 

C. Integrate the tablets into standard remote access systems. 

D. Develop the use case for the devices and perform a risk analysis. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The security administrator at `company.com\\' is reviewing the network logs and notices a new UDP port pattern where
the amount of UDP port 123 packets has increased by 20% above the baseline. The administrator runs a packet
capturing tool from a server attached to a SPAN port and notices the following. UDP 192.168.0.1:123 -> 172.60.3.0:123
UDP 192.168.0.36:123 -> time.company.com UDP 192.168.0.112:123 -> 172.60.3.0:123 UDP 192.168.0.91:123 ->
time.company.com UDP 192.168.0.211:123 -> 172.60.3.0:123 UDP 192.168.0.237:123 -> time.company.com UDP
192.168.0.78:123 -> 172.60.3.0:123 

The corporate HIPS console reports an MD5 hash mismatch on the svchost.exe file of the following computers: 

192.168.0.1 

192.168.0.112 

192.168.0.211 

192.168.0.78 

Which of the following should the security administrator report to upper management based on the above output? 
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A. An NTP client side attack successfully exploited some hosts. 

B. A DNS cache poisoning successfully exploited some hosts. 

C. An NTP server side attack successfully exploited some hosts. 

D. A DNS server side attack successfully exploited some hosts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A small company hosting multiple virtualized client servers on a single host is considering adding a new host to create a
cluster. The new host hardware and operating system will be different from the first host, but the underlying virtualization
technology will be compatible. Both hosts will be connected to a shared iSCSI storage solution. Which of the following is
the hosting company MOST likely trying to achieve? 

A. Increased customer data availability 

B. Increased customer data confidentiality 

C. Increased security through provisioning 

D. Increased security through data integrity 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A security administrator is tasked with securing a company\\'s headquarters and branch offices move to unified
communications. The Chief Information Officer (CIO) wants to integrate the corporate users\\' email, voice mail,
telephony, presence and corporate messaging to internal computers, mobile users, and devices. Which of the following
actions would BEST meet the CIO\\'s goals while providing maximum unified communications security? 

A. Create presence groups, restrict IM protocols to the internal networks, encrypt remote devices, and restrict access to
services to local network and VPN clients. 

B. Enable discretionary email forwarding restrictions, utilize QoS and Secure RTP, allow external IM protocols only over
TLS, and allow port 2000 incoming to the internal firewall interface for secure SIP 

C. Set presence to invisible by default, restrict IM to invite only, implement QoS on SIP and RTP traffic, discretionary
email forwarding, and full disk encryption. 

D. Establish presence privacy groups, restrict all IM protocols, allow secure RTP on session border gateways, enable
full disk encryptions, and transport encryption for email security. 

Correct Answer: A 
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